ACROSS
1  Vexed expression when describing comeback for Clinton? (8)
5  Stuff coughed up when problem drinking plonk (6)
9  Caterpillars do this, and then they’ll multiply! (8)
10 Muppet mug (6)
12, 13 “0 precedes numbers 1 to n” – a good opening to epic Larkin poem (4,5,2,3)
14 Flower given a bit of water? (4)
16 I backed including girl that’s too old (7)
19 Fun self-administered, leading to a bit of heavy breathing (7)
21 Sound sense in quote (4)
24, 25 Maybe Clinton or Bush says war needs backing (5,9)
27 In second half, London football club adjust their positioning (6)
28 Dog in show event’s left off lead (8)
29 Get more intense as a letter-writer (6)
30 Not drinking lattes, essentially (8)

DOWN
1  Treat cold that is easily kept under control (6)
2  Reason to relocate around half-time (6)
3, 15 Vexed by testimonial that’s given by 18? (5-9)
4  More inclined to grumble, we hear, after Mam’s first let off gas (7)
6, 26 Trump was the last citizen ex-footballer’s taken to court (9-5)
7  A wife that’s agreed profit comes first? An Indian, perhaps (4-4)
8  Crows about turning criminal (8)
11  Order of court when some yobs act up (4)
15  See 3
17  What body builder might use to get heavenly body (8)
18  Queen Victoria initially extended which see? (Question sadly voided) (4,4)
20  Point of sale? A store (4)
21  Bit of idiocy, an idea that 8 might use (7)
22  Effect of Wanderer verbally saying he’s ready for a holiday? (6)
23  Female gangster’s temper (6)
26  See 6

Solution 15,546
PERUSE TINPOT
LAO OR RRA
VANILLA LABOURS
IMDST VVP
INDEFINITE EXAM
NERMUR
PETER PLAYBALL
ROLL I
CONV век OFTEN
PATTNA
POOR SPONGE CAKE
INN INSIO
BESIEGE FICTION
N S M D U K
TEHRAN GETSBY